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Petrie ([Pet79, PR85]) 4
$Z/4n$
Chappell-Shaneson ([CS82]) Sanchez ([San76])
$p$ $p$- 2
2
$Sm(G)$ 2 $\{x,y\}$ $\Sigma$
$G$- 2 $T_{X}(\Sigma),$ $T_{y}(\Sigma)$ $[T_{X}(\Sigma)]-[T_{y}(\Sigma)]$
$Sm(G)$ $G$ $\mathbb{R}$ $\xi$
$G$- 1 $D(\xi)$ 2
2 $\xi$ $0=[\xi]-[\xi]\in Sm(G)$
$Sm(G)=\{0\}$ Pawalowski-Solomon
([PS02])




$([AB66])$ $Sm(C_{p})=\{0\}$ ($p$ ) Sanchez $([San76])$
$Sm(C_{p^{a}})=\{0\}$ ($p$ ) Chappell-Shaneson ([CS82])
$Sm(C_{4k})\neq\{0\}(k\geq 2)$ $G$ $Sm(G)\neq\{0\}$
([DP85]). $Sm(C_{4})=\{0\}$
2 Morimoto
([Mor08]) $Sm(Z/2k)\subset RO(Z/k)$ $\pi:Z/2karrow \mathbb{Z}/k$
$Sm(\mathbb{Z}/2k)\supset\pi^{*}Sm(\mathbb{Z}/k)\cong Sm(Z/k)$
( )
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3.
Petrie $([Pet83])$ 2 $U,$ $V$ $U,$ $V$ Smith
2 $U,$ $V$
$U\sim V$ $Sm(G)=\{[U$ $-[\eta\in RO(G)|U\sim V)$ 20 Smith
[DW89], [MP85], [DS921, [LP991 21 [PS02], $[Mor07]$ , $[Xia07]$ ,
$[Sum07]$ , $[MQ08]$ , [Sum08], [MQ09], $[Sum09]$, [Mor10]
$U,$ $V$
$\grave\grave$ s-Smith 2 $\Sigma$
$U,$ $V$ $G$ $K$ $\Sigma^{K}$
$U\approx V$ $sSm(G)=\{[U]-[\eta\in RO(G)|U\approx V\}$
Sanchez ([San76]) $G$ $sSm(G)=\{0\}$
$sSm(G)\neq\{0\}$ $G$ 4 Petrie $([Pet83])$
Pawalowski-Solomon ([PS02]) $G$
$Sm(G)\neq\{0\}$ s-Smith equivalence
$sSm(G)=\{0\}$ s-Smith equivalence [Pet83], [Dov84], [PR85],




$\bullet$ $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\mathcal{F}\iota}=\cap ker({\rm Res}_{P}^{G}:RO(G)arrow RO(P))\cap ffl$
P$\in$. $9i^{r_{2}}=\cap ker(Fix^{L}:RO(G)arrow RO(N_{G}(L)/L))\cap$ JA
$r_{2}$
$oJA_{r_{I}}^{T_{2}}=\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{F_{1}}\cap\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}^{F_{2}}=\cap ker{\rm Res}_{P}^{G}\cap\cap kerFix^{L}\bigcap_{\iota}fl$
$P\in r_{1}$ $L\in \mathcal{T}_{2}$
$P(G)$ $G$
Bredon $([Bre69])$ $C_{2^{a}}$ - $2^{a}$
2 $Sm(C_{2^{a}})$
$0\geq 3$ $U\sim V$ $U\oplus W\sim V\oplus W$
Cappell-Shaneson ([CS82])
$Sm(G\cross C_{8})_{P(GxC_{8})}\neq Sm(G\cross C_{8})$
$P_{o}(G)$ 1,2,3,4, $G$










$0_{G}$ $a_{G}=$ rank $RO(G)_{\mathcal{P}(G)}$
Theorem 4.1 ([LP99]).
$a_{G}\leq 1$ $CSm(G)=\{0\}$ .. $G$ $0_{G}\geq 2\Leftrightarrow CSm(G)\neq\{0\}$.
Proposition 4.2. $Sm(G)=CSm(G)$ $Sm(G)_{P(G)}=Sm(G)$
$CSm(G)$ $Sm(G)$ $G$ 2
Pawalowski-Sumi ([PS09]) $Sm(G)=CSm(G)$
$i_{G}$ $g\in G$
$i_{G}(g)$ $:=\#\{V\in Irr(G)|\dim V^{g}=0\}$
$i_{G}$ $:= \max(\{i_{G}(g)||g|=2^{k}, k\geq 3\}\cup\{0\})$
Theorem 4.3 ([PS09]). $i_{G}\leq 1$ $Sm(G)=Sm(G)_{\mathcal{P}(G)}$
$P$,
$G/H$ $H/P$ $P\triangleleft H\triangleleft G$
([Oli96]).
Corollary 4.4. $i_{G}\leq 1$ $G$
$a_{G}\leq 1$. $CSm(G)=\{0\}$. $Sm(G)=\{0\}$
4.1. Simple groups. $G$ {1}, $G$
(1)












$\bullet PSL(2, q)$. $PSL(3, q)$. PS $U(3, q^{2})$
(3) $M_{11},$ $M_{12},$ $M_{22},$ $M_{23},$ $M_{24}J_{1},$ $J_{2},$ $J_{3},$ $J_{4},$ $Co_{3},$ $Co_{2},$ $Co_{1},$ $Fi_{22},$ $Fi_{23}$ ,




4.2. Automorphism groups of simple groups.
Theorem 4.7. $CSm(S_{n})=Sm(S_{n})=RO(S_{n})_{\mathcal{P}(S_{n})}^{|\Lambda_{n}|}$
$\{\begin{array}{ll}0, n=2,3,4,51, n=6a_{S_{n}}-2(\geq 3), n\geq 7\end{array}$
Theorem 4.8 ( $[$Sum09]). $CSm(PGL(2, q))=Sm(PGL(2, q))=RO(PGL(2,q))_{\mathcal{P}(PG\text{ }(2q))}^{(PSL(2q)\}}$
$G=PGL(3,q)$ $CSm(G)=Sm(G)$ Morimoto-Qi ([MQ09])
$Sm(G)=RO(G)_{P(G)}^{|G|}$
Atlas $([CCN^{+}85])$ $K$, $m,$ $n$ $m.K$
$1arrow C_{m}arrow m.Karrow Karrow 1$
m.K.n
$1arrow m.Karrow m.K.narrow C_{n}arrow 1$
Theorem 4.9. $L$ $L\geq G\geq L^{ni1}$ $G$ $CSm(G)=Sm(G)$
3. $McL.2,3.J_{3}.2,3.Fi_{24}’.2,3.O’N.2.2.M_{12},$ $M_{12}.2,2.J_{2},$ $J_{2}.2$ ,
2.$HS$ , HS.2, 2 $Ru,$ $2.Co_{1},6.Fi_{22}.2,3.S$ uz.2, 6. $M_{22}.2$, He.2, HN.2
$i_{G}>1$ $GL(n, q)$ ([Ste51], [Gre55])
$Z(G)=\{1\}$
$G$ $i_{G}=0$ $i_{G}>1$ Bredon $([Bre69|)$
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